IMPACT! Setup Instructions V1.7
THANK YOU FOR DOWNLOADING IMPACT!, THE WORLD’S MOST
FLEXIBLE AND POWERFUL CONVEYOR CONFIGURATOR!
This installation guide is broken down into the following sections:
1. Installation Instructions Overview..………………………………………………….….
2. Detailed Installation Instructions………………………………………………………….
3. Instructions for Use with Excel Only (if you aren’t a Solidworks user).
4. Instructions for Use with Solidworks…………………………………………………….
IMPACT! is an Excel based quoting tool, an applications evaluation tool, and a solid modeling tool.
IMPACT! provides accurate, dynamic pricing, part numbers, and applications information all within the Excel
environment. If you are a Solidworks user, it also dynamically creates highly configurable models that
intelligently synchronize with Excel, keeping your model, pricing, and bill of material in sync.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS OVERVIEW
1. Download the ZIP file to your PC from http://www.glide-line.com/downloads/
2. Extract it (unzip it) wherever you want by utilizing an unzipping utility of your choice
a. The results of the extraction will be a folder and a file
i. The folder is named “Glide-Line”
ii. The file is named “Glide-Line Impact Master.xlsm”
3. Rename the file from Glide-Line Impact Master.xlsm to whatever you want (but no
extra dots in name). For example: “Glide-Line Impact Master test.1.xlsm” would be
invalid
4. Open the newly renamed xlsm file to get started (you’re done!)

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
•

Microsoft Excel 2010 or later

•

Solidworks 2015 or later only if utilizing the Solidworks modeling aspect of the software.

Solidwor ks is not require d

to utilize this pr icing and c onfigur ation tool, only for the m odeling aspec t.

•

Glide-Line recommends downloading in Microsoft Explorer or Edge as Chrome has some default settings that could
potentially prevent a proper download. We also have a Dropbox folder that we can share if there are any issues
downloading directly from the web.
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DETAILED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Download the latest IMPACT VX.X.XXX.zip file From the Glide-Line website. This .zip file
contains the following folder and file. Simply extract and place this folder and file in a
common location that can be accessed by anyone intending to use IMPACT.

The Glide-Line Folder
The Glide-Line folder contains all of the Glide-Line device utility data folders and an
APPDATA file.
The APPDATA file is the file that will be updated from time to time with current pricing,
including when you register IMPACT!
The Glide-Line IMPACT Master project file
The Glide-Line IMPACT Master project file is the EXCEL workbook that users will create
project to project and interact with. Opening a copy of this will be your starting point, but
first rename it something of your choice. For example, “Cool IMPACT Project.xlsm.”
•

You can name it anything you’d like as long as the filename does not contain a “.”
other than the file extension delimiter.

•

Copied IMPACT project files can be placed anywhere on your machine or network
and there’s no limit to the number of copies that can exist.

Please do not open the IMPACT Master project file to begin a new project without renaming
it first.
Once you’ve made an IMPACT project specific copy, open it. Please enable macros if you
are prompted to do so. The first time you open a new copy, you will see the following
dialog:
This is normal at the first installation. You will
need to tell IMPACT where you stored your
Glide-Line Folders upon initial download.
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DETAILED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (continued)
Press OK and browse to the Glide-Line folder that you placed in a common location.

Simply highlight the Glide-Line folder as shown above and press OK.

You will see this dialog confirming that your IMPACT project workbook has been successfully
setup.
Tip: To avoid having to go through the setup procedure each time you create a new IMPACT project file
copy, set one up and make it your internal master and make copies from that master as you need them.
You can move the Glide-Line data folder if necessary. If you must move it, make sure no active IMPACT
project workbooks are open. The next time any IMPACT project file is opened, it’ll indicate that it can’t
find the installation folder and ask you to browse to its new location.
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USING IMPACT! WITH EXCEL ONLY (without Solidworks)
IMPACT! allows the user to create and configure Glide-Line conveyor and devices in Excel
for fast, accurate pricing. You don’t need to be a Solidworks user to utilize IMPACT!
Browse to your renamed IMPACT Master file workbook and double click to open. You will
see the following opening screen.

Click ADD NEW DEVICE to get started.
You will now see a list of devices. Browse through, select one, and IMPACT will open a
configuration page utility.
When you select a utility, the dialogue box below will pop up on the front of the utility
screen for the device that you selected. This allows you to name your device (for example
“Trunk Line Conveyor”) as it will be reflected in your Bill of Material and Summary. Once
the device is named and while you configure your device, simply click the title bar and drag
this off to the side out of your way until you are done on this screen.
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USING IMPACT! WITH EXCEL ONLY (without Solidworks)
Each configuration utility page is designed to help you configure the conveyor or device
for your application. Many of the device configurators are completely intuitive and simply
require entering in project specific variables (length, width, height, etc.).
Others are more powerful and handle dozens of variables including application information
such as pallet weight, speed, amount of product accumulated, etc. An example of this is
the Conveyor Configuration Utility as shown below:

On the Conveyor Configuration Utility (shown above), you can either manipulate the part
number variables manually, or utilize the CONFIGURATION WIZARD as indicated with the
red arrow above.
There is also a HELP button on this screen (green arrow) that will allow you to see what all
the part number variables mean if you choose to go the manual route.
Wherever applicable, don’t forget to enter in your Application Information, which will be
helpful in determining the suitability of configuration options for your application (belt
tension, gearbox torque on the conveyor utility for example).
This tool can also automatically generate the Solidworks model, as detailed in the next
section.
When you have completed configuring your device, go to the
Configure and Confirm Dialogue Box and click CONFIRM. This will
take you back to the master summary page and your configured item
will have an accurate price with an accurate part number.
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USING IMPACT! WITH SOLIDWORKS
IMPACT! allows the user to create and configure dimensionally accurate Glide-Line
conveyor and device solid models in the context of their SolidWorks environment.
To use IMPACT! to create configure and manage your Glide-Line conveyor and device
models simply name your IMPACT! project file the same as your top-level SolidWorks
assembly. Please do not use a “.” In the filename except for the extension delimiter. The
SolidWorks assembly needs to be open and active for IMPACT to interact with it.
This is a common mistake made by new users. Make sure you follow the naming instruction above shown in blue!

Note that IMPACT! is not compatible with LIGHTWEIGHT mode in Solidworks.
Each device configuration page will display the following control dialog…

Once the device is configured as desired, the user can press the Create and Insert
SolidWorks Model button (red arrow). If a name has not been entered, the user will be
asked to provide one. IMPACT will use this name to generate the SolidWorks model file and
the model file will be placed in the same folder as the assembly. IMPACT will also ask the
user to select an entity in their assembly model to define the location to insert and place
the newly generated model. If no entity is selected, the new model will be placed at the
origin of the assembly model.
After the model has been created and inserted, the user will have the opportunity to
manipulate the configuration and update the SolidWorks model before confirming the
changes and returning to the project summary page. If a series of iterative configuration
changes are needed, it may be convenient for the user to check the box under the update
button to keep the configuration page open while making changes.
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USING IMPACT! WITH SOLIDWORKS (continued)

Note: Once IMPACT is used to generate a conveyor or device model, the configuration can
no longer be edited and confirmed without first updating SolidWorks. In addition, if a
configuration change is made and the SolidWorks model is updated, the user can no longer
cancel and will be forced to confirm unless they return the model back to the original
configuration. This is intended to help keep SolidWorks and IMPACT synchronized.
Although the SolidWorks model file being edited is saved automatically when updated, the
assembly is not. IMPACT does not save assembly files automatically because saving large
assemblies could take some time. However, it’s generally a good idea for the user to save
the assembly file after changes are made. Please note that IMPACT configuration changes
are not saved until the configuration is confirmed so it’s recommended that the user
confirm configuration changes before continuing work in SolidWorks.
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USING
IMPACT!
WITH SOLIDWORKS
(continued)
Using IMPACT to manage
complex
SolidWorks
assemblies.
The following tools are available on the IMPACT summary page…

Count Parts in SolidWorks
With the appropriate SolidWorks assembly model open and active, IMPACT will count all
the Glide-Line conveyors and devices and update the quantities in the summary. If GlideLine items are suppressed in the context of SolidWorks, those instances will not be
counted. If a device listed in the summary is no longer in the SolidWorks assembly or all
instances are suppressed, the corresponding line item will be removed from scope.
Quantities of line items not synchronized with SolidWorks will not be affected.
An additional function of this tool is to manage names of SolidWorks models. SolidWorks
users will in some cases arbitrarily name models early in the design stage and as the design
matures they may like to change filenames especially if the names need to comply with a
standard. If the user changes the file name of an IMPACT generated model, the Count Parts
in SolidWorks tool will capture the new name and update the summary table accordingly.
Modify Item Selected in SolidWorks
The user can select an IMPACT model in SolidWorks and press this button to launch the
selected model’s configuration page. This way, the user won’t have to search through the
summary list to find the corresponding item or risk editing the wrong one.
Copy Item Selected in SolidWorks
In many cases, the user will want to create a copy of a
configured conveyor or device that’s like another without
having to configure it from scratch. The user must select
the IMPACT item in SolidWorks before pressing this button.
It will create a new line item in the summary under the one
being copied, and the user will have the opportunity to edit
the new configuration and either insert a new model or
replace one or more instances of the one they are copying.
For example, the user creates a conveyor model and uses
several instances of it in SolidWorks. At some point the user
realizes that one must be a unique length. Rather than
making a new model and manually replacing the one already
mated in place, IMPACT will allow the user to make a copy
and replace one or more of the existing instances
automatically.

